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Foreword
I am fortunate to have known Lil Neilson and to have enjoyed many
memorable trips to Catterline to visit her. Viewing Lil’s work was
invariably followed by coffee and a good chat in front of the fire.
Lil was a deep thinker with strong opinion on worldly topics which
impressed my then young mind. I am very pleased to have had the
opportunity to exhibit her distinctive and personal work then and now.
Twenty years on from her all too early passing, it seems an appropriate
time to look back at Lil’s work through this intimate collection of
works being offered from the collections of her friends Rosie and Neil
Hooper, and Ann Steed. I am indebted to them for their assistance
with this exhibition.
Sandro Paladini
Recollections by Rosie Hooper
Autumn 1958 was when I first knew Lil. She was an art student and
had met with my RADA friend Rita (Reet) Guenigault, who was
working at Dundee Rep, and they decided to share digs. Reet
asked me to join the stage management team in Nicoll Street, then
the home of the Rep.
The path to my friendship with Lil was further intertwined through my
husband Neil who had met Lil first. His brother knew Reet from RADA
and their mother used to entertain Reet and her friends to tea at the
family home in Broughty Ferry.
I kept up contact with Lil while working with Reet at other theatres,
and when Neil and I were living in Edinburgh we often met Lil there,
or visited her in Catterline, climbing up the ladders to the improvised
beds in the rafters. We also had a memorable camping trip with Lil
to Spain squeezed into our old Cortina, and she visited us when we
were working in Ankara, where she relished the extraordinary colours
of the fruit and vegetables at the early morning market.
Back home in the 90s, we kept up our close friendship with Lil, and I
was with her in Catterline as she battled her final illness.
Lil was my friend, and a friend to many but with a canny reserve
about her if necessary. It was a great privilege for us to know Lil
and watch her journey as a painter. We have greatly enjoyed
collecting Lil’s paintings and hope that through this exhibition they
can continue to be appreciated by a new audience.
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Lil Neilson
Born in 1938, Lil’s family moved from their home town of Kirkcaldy to Kinross where she spent most of her youth. In 1956 she
enrolled at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee largely on impulse and rather than a previous intention to
join the army.
Art School encouraged and focused, and Lil’s tutors included Alberto Morrocco RSA(1917-98), who had a high regard for
her work and enthusiasm. Upon graduation Lil was awarded a post diploma scholarship taking her to Italy and France,
and the year prior in 1960 she gained a place at Hospitalfield Summer School in Arbroath, where she met visiting tutor
Joan Eardley whose work would leave a lasting impression.
Eardley, who split her base between Glasgow and Catterline by Stonehaven, recognised Lil’s talent and introduced her
to the small Kincardineshire coastal village that would later become Lil’s home and the source of much of her artistic
inspiration.
Lil’s relationship with Catterline was initially direct resulting in a prolonged period of literal explorations of the surrounding
landscape (‘the grey paintings’), which shows much of the Eardley influence and it is easy to believe that she only found
her true voice through the colourful abstraction and symbolism so freely expressed in her final years.
Yet throughout her life, Lil Neilson’s paintings demonstrate an underlying narrative fuelled by the wonders and frustrations
of life in a world clearly influenced by, but far larger than Catterline.
Lil died in 1998 shortly before her 60th birthday.
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Storm Sky,Catterline

Self Portrait
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Oils

Image Size 10 x 9 inches
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Oils

Image Size 16 x 24 inches

The Day the Animals Came Along
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Oils

Image Size 48 x 96 inches

“The “raith” field at the back of South Row,
Catterline, captured in many paintings by Joan
Eardley and Lil, was to be developed and Lil
led an opposition which stopped it and allowed
it to remain unchanged to this day. A lasting
‘monument’ to her time there” - Rosie Hooper

The Watch House, Catterline

Oils

Image Size 9 x 12.25 inches

The Raith, Catterline (Eardley’s Cottage)
Oils
Image Size 10 x 12 inches
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7

The Green Cloud

Still Life with Teapot

Oils

Oils

Image Size 9 x 13 inches

Image Size 10.75 x 9.75 inches

“The small interior with a blue teapot at no. 2 Catterline,
painted around 1967 was a great favourite for a long time.”
- Rosie Hooper
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Bread and Wine
Oils
Image Size 48 x 72 inches
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The Sea, Catterline
Mixed Media
Image Size 36 x 54 inches
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Flowers
Oils
Image Size 12 x 12 inches

Flowers (White Vase)
Oils
Image Size 10.25 x 11.25 inches

Beehives Behind No1
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Oils

Image Size 16 x 21 inches
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The Sanctuary
Oils
Image Size 48 x 72 inches
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“The salmon fishers in the harbour showed her how to set creels
for lobsters and crabs – sometimes to be sold to the Creel Inn,
and sometimes she had them for dinner” - Rosie Hooper

Lamp and Window Light

Oils

Image Size 12 x 24 inches

Lamp and Lobster
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Oils

Image Size 18.25 x 18.75 inches
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“The little sketches – a tree in blossom, a corn
stook, the last one to be made by a villager
after mechanization took over.” - Rosie Hooper

A Norfolk Tree

Red Roofs)
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Oils

Image Size 21 x 28.5 inches

Oils

Image Size 11.5 x 9.5 inches

Corn Stooks Oils

Image Size 12 x 12 inches

Messenger Bird
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Oils

Image Size 48 x 96 inches

“The 4’ by 4’ with the seagull’s nest was
acquired about 1978 – we had it in our St
Vincent Street flat because after it was
shown in Edinburgh it was difficult for Lil to
take back to Catterline” - Rosie Hooper
The Seabird’s Nest
Mixed Media
Image Size 47 x 48 inches

Gateway to the Raith, Catterline
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Mixed Media

Image Size 3.5 x 11.75 inches
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“Some people in Edinburgh said that Lil’s pictures sing –
for me they told stories” - Rosie Hooper
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